
The New World of Data Migration: Understanding 
the hidden factors for any-to-any migration

With data scattered throughout multi-platforms, hypervisor and physical systems, cost effectively migrating data is one of the newest and 
biggest challenges of data management.

Executive summary

Data migration comes with a raft of challenges and headaches that impose 
real world costs in time and funds that can quickly blow out if you haven’t 
done the proper planning. Making sure data is secure in transport and remains 
available elsewhere if corrupted is only the beginning. Making sure you’re not 
locked into an obsolete working method or a proprietary format and myriad 
other concerns can trip you up.

Moving from a legacy to a virtual environment, between virtual environments or even from 

virtual back to a physical environment is a unique journey, not to mention to and from the 

Cloud. And one of the most important but frequently overlooked aspects is data security.

 Whether you’re moving a workstation fleet or an entire server environment, data migration 

can cause any number of issues. A backup and recovery plan is more important than ever to 

minimise downtime.

 If you read the marketing from virtualised environment vendors, you might think it was 

the easiest thing in the world, and they might be right – as long as you stay with the same 

vendor, the same product and the same operating systems.

Changing times

 There’s more cost and time pressure to virtualise than ever before. Common efficiencies 

Acronis has identified include:

* reducing physical workstation footprint

* consolidating servers

* cutting down resource usage

* streamlining server management

 The fact that your business or organisation will face changes – and will itself change as a 

result – is a given. And with seven major vendors in the hypervisor field, the right choice can 

be even more difficult.

Impacting factors

 Many vendors will emphasise the advantages of moving to a new environment, but the 

effort and time it takes can come with hidden costs.

 Some of those costs – particularly those associated with data protection during migration 

in any direction – aren’t primary production.

 That means not only that your staff are already very busy with the work that contributes 

directly to your bottom line, you can’t recoup costs of disaster recovery by passing it along 

the supply chain. Your customers or stakeholders already expect you to be online 24/7/365.

 Acronis engineers were there when the hypervisor environment movement was just 

beginning, and they’ve compiled a list of the most important things to keep in mind when 

it comes to backup and data recovery during migration.
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Single-point management

 Check a box in this interface or application. Resave a file in another format. Import a 

process into a new system. Reconfigure an operating system in the target environment.

 Moving from one process, application or configuration to another broadens the possibility 

for error exponentially. Look for a vendor who provides a single point management solution 

that covers all the environments you’re working with or planning to deploy.

A direction-agnostic approach

 You might be migrating to a new hypervisor, a new vendor altogether or in some cases, 

back to a physical environment.

 Migrating can be expensive and take a long time if you aren’t prepared, and data uptime 

is crucial. Make sure the management solution you choose can carry you in any direction 

you need to go – not just the new version of what you already have.

Vendor neutrality

 A move to a new hypervisor can often mean a move to a new vendor. Your disaster 

recovery plan should include a provider who can move with you regardless of the VM 

provider you select.

 Locking yourself in to a single vendor can prove very expensive down the track if;

*  you have to rebuild your migration plan from scratch all over again after being locked in 

to an old vendor whose product is now useless to you.

*  a new provider’s product might be installed differently, managed differently and have no 

cross-compatibility.

*  the operating systems in your new hypervisor can’t offer the same settings or replicate 

the processes your data protection plan needs.

Future proofing

 Your backup and data recovery solution has to evolve with you. Control the past track 

record of your current solution. How has it grown with you? How agile has it been as your 

circumstances have changed?

 If the answer is ‘not very’, it’s a good bet you’ve become locked in to a particular vendor 

or product you’ll now struggle to escape from cost effectively. Make your management 

solution vendor-agnostic to be future-proof now.

Simplicity

 You need your migration solution to work for you, not the other way around. Some 

products and vendors come with a raft of hidden costs like:

* new training

* time taken by training/lost to primary production tasks

* qualifications/certifications

 They all cost time and money and don’t add any revenue, so look for a solution that’s not 

only powerful and flexible but easy to use. Some solutions are so complex, in fact, you might 

need to recruit new, highly-trained (and therefore highly paid) staff to manage them.

 A portion of your solution should also run itself – everything from email notifications and 

alerts to self-generated reports and calls to action should be among your minimum standards.

Your goals

Your backup and data recovery plan should be twofold;

* cost effective

* business continuity

 Depending on your organisation’s size, one might be a little more important, but in reality 

the two are indivisible.

 Downtime costs money – it’s that simple – and data loss because of a difficult migration 

to a new environment might not just be a short term revenue threat, it might be something 

your company doesn’t survive.

Acronis Solutions

 Look at the success rates of the vendors you’re considering. Acronis is so strong in 

the backup and data recovery market several vendors are adopting it as the standard.

 Open source solution vendor Red Hat recommends Acronis tools as the certified 

migration solution for its Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization environment. What’s more, 

reference architecture guides authored by Red Hat contains details on using Acronis 

migration and backup tools in Red Hat environments.

A multi-platform world

 As you move between environments, you might be adopting new operating systems 

within a new hypervisor. System administrators know how difficult it can be just to move data 

effectively between Mac and PC, so setting up new hypervisors with new operating systems 

is exponentially more intensive.

 Many environments run Linux, for instance – which is essential for many online 

applications like websites – but it’s often not supported by vendors.

 You can also be caught out by the cost of operating system licenses you weren’t 

expecting. Look for pricing models like that of Acronis’ license by host, which let you 

deploy unlimited virtual machines on one host for a single license fee. n 
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